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kets, an exceptionally high level of imports and a correspondingly low level,
domestic production and where the implementation of the above growth ra
would cause damage to those countries' minimum viable production, a low,
positive growth rate may be decided upon after consultation with the expol
ing country or countries concerned.

3. Should the restraint measures remain in force for further periods, ti
level for each subsequent perîod shall not be lower than the level specified f'
the precedmng twelve-month period, increased by six per cent, unless there
further new evidence which demonstrates, in accordance with Annex A, th'
implementation of the above growth rate would exacerbate the situation
market disruption. In these circumstances, after consultation with the exPOI,
ing country concerned, and reference to the Textiles Surveillance BodY
accordance with the procedures of Article 3 a lower positive growth rate I1I"
be applied.

4. In the event any restriction or limitation is established under Article 3 Or
on a produet or products as. to which a restriction or limitation had bee
suppressed in accordance with the provisions of Article 2, such subsequer
restriction or limitation shall not be re-established without full consideratlO
of the limits of trade provided for under such suppressed restrictionC
limitation.

5. Where restraint is exercised for more than one product the participatin
countries agree that, provided that the total exports subject to restraint do 11
exceed the aggregate level for ail products so restrained (on the basis Of~
common unit to be determined by the participating countries concerned), tlh
agreed level for any one product may be exceeded by 7 per cent Save i
exceptionally and sparingly used circumstances where a lower percentaM
may be justified in which case that lower percentage shail be not less the"
per cent. Where restraints are established for more years than one, the eixte
to which the total of the restraint level for one product or product group ra
after consultation between the parties concerned, be exceeded in either yea
of any two subsequent years by carry forward and/or carryover is 10 Per cer
of which carry forward shall not represent more than 5 per cent.
6. In the application of the restraint levels and growth rates specified 1:
paragraphs 1 to 3 above, full account shall be taken of the provision-, 0
Article 6.


